ANTI
- FRAY
TAPE
DOUBLE
SIDED

FOR TEXTILE

PPFURNISHING
TAPE /
AND

NOSE COMFORT
FABRIC
FOAM STRIPS
MANUFACTURING

An ISO 9001:2008 certified
company established in
1984, has a highly technical
team. With several manufacturing units and world
class technology we bring to
you one of the finest range
of Self - Adhesive tapes in
the industry.
With hot melt rubber based
adhesive the bond is
REALLY REALLY strong.
We produce this fine range
of Anti - Fray tapes on a
German coating line. They
are cut to order specific size
on Korean design slicing
machines.

Grades
Available

Base

Type of
Adhesive

Recommended
Use

PSA 7535 P

Transparent
Plastic

Pressure
Sensitive

Natural and
Synthetic Fabrics

PSA 9030 TAMP

Printable
Paper

Pressure
Sensitive

Natural and
Synthetic Fabrics

HMA POLY
2540

Transparent
Plastic

Thermo
Sensitive

Sheer
Fabric

HMA 9060

Printable
Paper

Thermo
Sensitive

Chenille
Fabric

36mm X 50 meters
48mm X 50 meters
40mm X 300 meters
48mm X 300 meters
50mm X 300 meters
Specific sizes can be cut for special
orders.

Sizes
Available
are

With suppliers across the
globe we bring the world
closer to you. We also cater to
various other industries
for their self adhesive
requirements.
is proud to present its
range of Anti - Fray tapes for
sample swatch folders and
other fabric display catalogs.
Our products have been tried,
tested and approved by the
leaders of the industry.

introduces Anti Fray Tape for fabric swatch sample folders.
These come in paper and plastic base. The paper and plastic both
are printable. There are four types of Anti Fray tapes available with
us i.e.

1. Paper based with pressure sensitive adhesive.
2. Plastic Film based with pressure sensitive adhesive.
3. Paper based with thermo sensitive adhesive (heat activated).
4. Plastic Based with thermo sensitive adhesive (heat activated).

These tapes are used to ensure that NO fraying of thread takes
place on your sample swatch folder. These tapes are printable and
also writable.

Self - adhesive solutions providers ...

You may reach us at

+91 98201 30294,
+91 98203 79703

N series mask with 31095 DG
nose comfort foam strip

info@shantilalgroup.co.in

S Doshi Papers Industries Pvt. Ltd.
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Fax : +91 (22) 6633 3905

